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A comparison is made between the gradients of the air (at 2 m and near the water or 
ground level), water (at - 0.01 or - 0.05 a nd - 0.1 m) and soil (at - 0.05 or - 0.1 m) 
temperature occurring along the en vironmental and vegetational grad ients in an 
undisturbed and in a cleanerl fishpond in Centra l Europe under typical summer con
ditions. The gradient of plant communities of the undisturbed pond corresponded to the 
classical land-filling h y drosere, tlie cleaned pond was distinguished by a steep 
transition from the open water to the freshly vegetated sh ore deposits abou t :l rn 
high. The amplitude between the recorrl ed temperature minima and maxima was 
smallest in the wooded upper links of t he hydrosere, i.e., in the willow and alder 
carrs, and a lso in the purely aquatic links of bo th grad ients. The w idest ten1perat.ure 
a mplitudes occurred in the naturally developed outer pond li ttoral colonized hy either 
t a ll or short sedge communities. NPxt followed t he amplitudes at the insolated sites 
of the shore d eposits at the clcanecl pond . 

I nsti tu te of Botany, Czechoslovak Acodemy of Sciences, Hydrobotany Dept., D11kelska 145, 
379 82 Tfebon, Czecho8lovalcia. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effects of fishpond management on the vegetation of Central European 
fishponds have long been studied by S. Hejny and his collaborators; see, 
e.g., HEJNY et HUSAK (1978) or HEJNY et al. (1982). In the sixties, large-scale 
pond amelioration represented the most striking impact of modern technology 
on the fishpond ecosystems. In order to increase the open water area of the 
ponds, heavy machines (bulldozers) started to be used for deepening the pond 
edges and removal of the littoral vegetational belts formed by largely mono~ 
dominant stands of various helophytes . During this operation, known as 
"pond cleaning", the scraped-off bottom and littoral material is piled up 
in deposits which are up to several meters high. These deposits are over
grown quite rapidly. Their plant cover partly originates from the already 
present propagules and hence it consists of some of the original littoral plant 
species and/or of those typi9al of emerged pond bottoms, partly some new 
species establish themselves on the deposits. HEJNY et HUSAK (1978) present 
a general picture of the vegetation succession on the deposits. In any case, 
the plant cover of the deposits strikingly differs from that in more or less 
undisturbed ponds and on their shores. This paper reports on the results of 
microclimatological measurements which were initiated and supervised by 
S. Hejny. The aim was to compare the differentiation of high-summer 
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temperatures along the environmental and vegetational gradient in a hydro
sere (and zonation) of plant communities in an undisturbed pond, with the 
corresponding temperatures in a newly cleaned pond and on its freshly 
vegetated shore deposits. 
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Fig. 1. - Schematic drawings of the surface configuration an<l vE>getational zorn:ition in the un 
disturbed Zahorsky pond (I.) and in the cleaned Kacirek pond (II.) with their littoral zones. The 
positions of the sites 1 to 13 with stations for temperature measurements are indicated. The 
horizontal lines labelled w.I. indicate the position of water level. For further details see text. 

METHOD AND SITES OF MEASUREMENT 

The temperatnre measurements were taken with mercury-in-gla thermometers a long two 
line transects leading from the open water to the outer littoral zones of two adjacent small 
ponds. The thermometer bulbs were screened from direct solar radiation with small shields made 
of white perspex and attached to them. The shields did not hinder th venti lation of the bulbs: 
When measuring the water temperature, the thermometers were immersed in the water as much 
as possible. Correction of the thermometer readings for errors due to differences between air and 
water te~perature thus became redundant. The two ponds are situated at 49°09' .North at;id 
14°16' East, altitude 405 m: I. Zahorsky pond, cadastra1 area 24 ha, water area 12.5 ha, with 
aln 'undisturbed zonation of plant commnnities; II. Kacfr k pond, cadastral a rea 4.3 ha, water 
area 3.5 ha, cleaned with bulldozers one to two years prior to the microclimatological measure-
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. ments. Both ponds belong to the "Vodi1anska soustava" system of ponds which receives water 
from the Blanice river. Figure l shows schematically the differences in the shore configuration 
and vegetation cover between the two ponds; the sites of the stations for temperature measure
ment are also indicated. The sites may be briefly characterized as follows (names of the com
munities after MORAVEC et al. . 1983). 

L.Jn the Zahorsky pond: 

l. Open water of the pond with no macrophytes, depth about l.2 m. 
2. Inner littoral zone with prevailing floating macrophyte communities of the alliance Nym

phaeion albae 0BERDOR~'ER 1957, depth 1.0 to 0.6 m. Measurements were taken in pure 
stands of: (a) Potamogeton natans L. (dense); (b) Nymphaea wndida PRESL (dense); (c) Trapa 
natans L. (very loose). 

3. Central littoral zone of helophyte communities of the alliance Phragmition communis KocH 
1926, depth 0.5 to 0.3 m. Measurements were taken in monodominant stands of: (a) Schoeno
plectus lacustris PALLA; (b) Typha latifol,ia L., both emerging about 2 m above the water 
surface. 

,4, Outer littoral zone of tall sedge communities of the alliances Magnocaricion elatae KocH 1926 
and Caricion gracilis NEUHAUSL 1959 em. BALATOVA.-TULACKOVA 1963, with water level 
mostly about 0.1 m above the ground level. 

:5, Outer littoral zone of short sedge communities of the alliance Caricion fuscae KocH 1926 em. 
KLIKA 1934, with Sphagnum spp. undergrowth and with water level at about - 0.1 m below 
ground level. 

:6, Willow carr of the alliance Salicion cinereae TH. MULLER et G6Rs ex PASSARGE 1961, with 
water level at about -0.15 m below ground level on the average. The willows were up to 
4 m high. 

· '1~ Alder carr of the alliance Alnion gfotinosae MALCUIT 1929, with water level at Yarious depths 
i: 

1
• below the ground level (at ± 0 m in depressions). The alder (Alniis glutinosa L.) trees we~e 
·about 15 m high on the average. 

! \ 

ll.1 In the Kacirek pond: 

· ·s. In the open water with no macrophytes, some 6 m from the shoreline, depth about 0.8 m. 
9. In shallow water, not more than 0.1 m deep, at the shoreline at the base of a shore deposit 
1 : . ,with very sparse vegetation of various tenagophytes sensu HEJNY (1960). 

10. · On the pond-facing "inner" slope of the deposit, exposed to the S.E., some 1.8 m above 
· · · the water level in the pond. 

l l. At the top of the deposit, some 3 m above the water level. 
i.2. On the land-facing "outer" slope of the deposit, exposed to the N.W. and partly shaded by 

tP,e alder carr, elevation the same as at site 10. 
The sites 10 to 12 were vegetated sparsely in 1964 and more densely in 1965, by various 
successional stages from which a stage with dominant A gropyron repens L. was gradually 

' · developing. 
13'. Alder carr, much the same as at site 7. 

: · Vegetation records from the two ponds are available with S. Hejny, Institute of Botany, 
CZechoslovak Academy of Sciences, CS-2524:l Pruhonice u Prahy. The measurements were taken 
in two successive summers on July 7 to 9, 1964 and on June 24 to 25, 1965. In either case there 
w:~s clear sky during both day and night with little wind, and oaly occasional clouds in the 
afternoon. 

Numerous persons were involved in taking and recording the measurements. They were the 
yo,ung participants of the two nature history expedition s organized by the J. Fucik House of 
):Quth in Prague in 1964 and 1965, anc;:l their supervisors - the collaborators of the Institute 
of Botany, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, at Pruhonice and Brno. All of them deserve thanks 
fb-r ' their keen cooperation. 

' \ ~· ,\. 

RESULTS 

. 1: :Tables 1 and 2 summarize the results of the temperat re measurements 
t~en in both years. The weather was warmer on the two days of measure• 
~ent in 1965 but the amplitudes between the respective daily temperature 
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Table I. - Maximum (max.) anrl minimum (min.) temperatures of the air, water and soil recorded 
at different levels at 16 sites of the undisturbed Zahorsky pon<l (I.) and of the cleaned Kia6irek 
pond (II.) on July 8 to 9, 1964. All dat.a in °C · 

Site Air temperature Water temperature Soil temper. 
no. Community type 2m 0.1 m - 0.01 m - 0.05 rn - 0.l m 

max. min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. Intn. 

I. Open water 25.6 10.7 25.5 12.2 21. 7 19.6 21.6 19.6 
2a Potamogeton natans 23.5 9.8 25.2 10.9 22.l 18.3 21.8 18.5 
2b N ymphaea Candida 24.6 10.7 26.:3 11.9 22.l 18.9 21.5 18.9 
2c Trapa natans 24.8 11. 7 24.3 12.2 22.7 19.5 22.3 19.6 
3a Schoenoplectus lacustris 24.5 10.6 22.7 11.9 21.7 19.5 21. 7 19.5 
3b Typha latif olia 26.5 9.9 25.l 11. 7 22.2 18.5 21. 7 18. 7 
4 Tall sedge Commun. 27.3 10.2 26.9 9.3 24.7 12.9 18.8 12.6 
5 Short sedge commun. 26.9 9.9 26.8 8.1 26.7 12.2 17.8 12.8 18.1 11.2 
6 Willow carr 25.6 10.0 25.6 9.9 14.7 ~2.l 
7 Alder carr 25.3 10.3 26.4 10.2 14.7 12.l 

II. 8 Open water 25.1 9.7 24.7 12.0 23.8 20.2 23.8 20.2 
9 Shoreline 26.5 10.l 25.7 9.9 25.6 19.5 22.8 )7.0 

10 Deposit "inner" slope 27.7 10.3 27.l 10. 2 25.1 13.9 
11 Deposit top 28.2 10.5 28.8 10.5 26.0 1:3.4 
12 Deposit "outer" slope 27.7 10.5 27.8 10.4 21.0 l3.6 
13 Alder carr 25.9 10.5 24.9 10.5 14.3 12.7 

maxima and minima were approximately the same in both years. The air 
temperature maxima recorded at 2 m above ground or water level were only 
little differentiated over the seminatural vegetational gradient of the Zahor
sky pond. The greater temperature differentiation across the artificial shore 
deposit at the Kacirek pond was due to the elevation of the deposit and to 
the orientation of its slopes (S.E. and N.W.). The lowest minimum air tem
peratures recorded at 2 m occurred in both the tall and the short sedge com
munities (sites 4 and 5) in which the nightly radiant heat loss towards the 
clear sky was apparently greatest. These two sites also exhibited both the 
lowest minimum and the highest maximum air temperatures near the ground 
or water surface. Their microclimate is thus the most extreme of all the sites, 
and the aerial plant parts are exposed to the widest amplitudes betweeft the 
day and night temperatures. Much the same amplitudes of the near-grqµnd 
air temperatures were recorded on the "inner" slope and at the top of the 
shore deposit (sites 10 and 11) in 1964, when its plant cover was still loose. 
It became denser in 1965; hence the temperature amplitudes became rela~ 
tively smaller at these two sites than in the undisturbed outer littoral 
hosting the sedge communities (sites 4 and 5). In absolute terms, however, 
all the respective temperature amplitudes were somewhat wider on the two 
days of measurement in 1965. . , : · 

The water temperatures, also shown in Tables 1 and 2, were higher, on the 
whole, during the 1965 measurements which had been preceded by a lon~er 
warm period than in 1964. The daily amplitudes of the near-surface w~ter 
temperature were naturally narrowest over the relatively deep open water 
of the Zahorsky pond (site 1), and in the fairly dense stand of Schoenoplectus 
lacustris (site 3a). A slight daily overheating and nightly cooling of the waiter 
was observed amidst the strongly irradiated floating foliage of Potamog.eton 
natans, Nymphaea candida and Trapa natans (sites 2a, b, c). Below the · rMa
tively loose canopy (in 1964~ not in 1965) of Typha latifolia, the wb;ter 
temperature increased somewhat more than in the denser stand of Schoenli-
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Table 2. - .Maximum (rnax.) and minimum (min.) temperatures of the air, water and soil recorded 
at different levels at 14 sites of t,he undisturbed Zahorsky pond (I.) and of tho cleaned Kacil'P-k 
pond (II.) on June 24 to 25, 1965. All data in °C 

Site Air temperature Water temperature Soil te°1pcr. 
no. Community type 2m 0.2m - 0.05 m -0.1 m - 0.1 rt1 

max. min. max. min. max. mim max: min. max. min. 

I. Open water 32.6 14.8 33.5 14.6 26 .5 22.l 26.7 22.1 
2a Potamogeton natans 32.4 14.6 32.8 14.5 33.0 21.6 33.8 21.8 
3a Schoenoplectus lacustri8 33.9 14.2 33.8 14. 7 31.0 21.9 :w.5 22.1 
3b Typha latif olia 31. 7 13.4 31. 7 13.9 28.4 20.3 27.8 20.0 
4 Tall sedge commun. 30.9 12.0 37.2 9.4 23.4 14.7 . 14.l 13. 8 
5 flhort sedge commun. 14.5 12.7 
6 'Villow carr 28.2 12.6 26.2 11.8 15.1 13.9 
7 Alder carr 27.8 13.0 27.6 13.2 16.5 15.l 

IT. 8 Open water 28.4 13.8 28.3 14.1 30.6 21.5 29.9 20.8 
H Shoreline 27.5 13.2 28.6 13.2 31.2 19.4 25.5 18.4 

10 D eposit "inner" s lope 29.0 12.4 29.8 12.8 25.5 16.7 
11 Deposit top 28.8 12.4 31.0 12.6 20.3 16.5 
J:? Deposit "outer" slope 27.4 13.0 25.4 13.0 18.2 ~5.8 
1:3 Alder carr 27.4 13.0 29.0 13.0 16.9 . 5.0 

plectus lacustris. The daily increase in the near-surface water temperature 
was relatively great in the open water of the cleaned Kacirek pond, and it 
was extremely high in the very shallow and strongly irradiated water near 
the shoreline of that pond (sites 8, 9). The water temperature was noticeably 
lower and stable in both types of sedge communities in the outer littoral (sites 4 
and 5) at the deph of -0.l m. Near the surface (at -0.01 m) of the water 
in small pools occurring in hollows between the sedge tussocks , the water 
temperature increased markedly at daytime: the resulting difference between 
the daily minimum and maximum water temperature was thus greatest 
here of all the sites. This observation also testifies to the steep ver~cal 
temperature gradients which develop in the pools on sunny days. 

The soil temperature (at - 0.05 m and -0.l m in 1964 and 1965, ' re 
spectively) varied, quite understandably, within the narrowest limits in 
both the willow and the alder carr (sites 6, 7 and 13) white its daily amplitude 
was appreciable, like that of the water temperature, near the surface : (at 
-0.05 m) of the Sphagnum carpet covering the ground in the short sedge 
community (site 5). Quite wide amplitudes of soil temperature were recortled 
on the "inner" slope and at the top of the artificial deposit (sites 10 and 11). 
The soil temperatures were less extreme on the "outer" slope of the deposit, 
facing the North-:West and partly shaded (site 12). On the whole, however, 
the plant populations participating in the secondary succession on newly 
created shore deposits must .be adapted to rather harsh microclimatic con
ditions. The microclimate may act here as a selective stress factor compli9at
ing or preventing the ecesis of some species on the deposits. One fact is ~till 
to be noted, namely that all the soil temperatures recorded varied wi~hin 
narrower limits in 1965 because they were taken at a greater depth ( - 0.1 ni) 
than in 1964 (-0.05 m). , · 

The water and, especially, the soil temperatures represent rather con
servative characteristics of the thermal regime in various biotopes and 
biocenoses. Flor the plant communities, they characterize the environment 
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in which the roots and other belowground (or aquatic) plant organs live. 
Figure 2a, b shows the daily course of the .. soil temperatures recorded at 
- 0.1 m depth at the various terrestrial an:d wetland sites in 1965. The already 
given temperature characteristics of the individual sites are thus confirmed 
and stand out even more clearly. The artificial shore deposit (sites 9 to 12) 
clearly provides warmer biotopes with wider daily temperature fluctuations 
than does the natural outer pond littoral (sites 4 to 7 and 13), also including 
the willow and alder carrs. The soil is, however, somewhat warmer in the 
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Fig;· 2. - D~ily course of soil temperatbtes (°C) at - 0.l m depth on June 24 to 25, 1965: (~)in 
the :undisturbed ·littoral of the Zahorsky pond at the sites 4 to 7; (b) across the shore deposit. a;t 
sites: 9 to .J.2 and in- the adjacent alder carr (site 13) at the cleaned Kacirek pond. 
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alqer carr (sites 7 and 13) than in the rest of the outer littoral. Conspicuous is 
.t.b.e rapid increase in temperature that occurred in the Sphagnum carpet at 
site 5 in the hot afternoon of June 25, 1965. The replacement of water by 
~rm air can explain the wide fluctuations of temperature taking place · in 
th~ upper layer of the Sphagnum undergrowth. 
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.Fig. 3. - D a ily course of tempera tures (°C) at site 2a wit h Potamogeton natctns on July 8 to 9, 1 !)64. 
The lines indicate the following t emperatures : : .. . . . a t 2 m above wa ter surface; - . - . - . -'- . 
a t O.l m a bove water surface; --- at - 0.01 m below wate r sw·face ; - - - - - - at 
- 0. l m below wat r surface . 

: ~xamples of the daily courses of temperatures recorded at selected stations 
011: July 8 to 9, 1964, are given in Figures 3 to 9. Figure 3 demonstrates 
p~~ticularly the buffering effect of the large volume of water in the pond 
9#,"the air temperature near the water surface: the temperature extremes are 
bq~h higher and lower at 2 m than at 0.1 m above the water level. Figure 4 
i~lvstrates the rather even temperature conditions developing within helo
phyte stands and ,' especially, the shading effect of the aerial plant parts at 
daytime. Figure 5, on the other hand, demonstrates the great temperature 
heterogeneity, both spatial and temporal, in the aquatic and aerial environ
ment of the outer littoral tall sedge community (site 4). Similar temperature 
patterns are also characteristic of the short sedge community (site 5). Figure 6 
s·hows a typical ' 'woodland" course of the air and soil temperatures as it de-
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velops below the canopy of either the willow or the alder carr. The irregu
larities in the course of the air tempeFatures are due to the irregular :pen:.. 
etration of direct solar radiation through gaps in the canopy. Figure 7 illus
trates the warm conditions developing in the water and bottom at: ·the 
shoreline of cleaned ponds in warm weather. Such conditions apparently 
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Fig. 4. - Daily course of t emperatures (°C) a t site 3a in the stand of choenoplectu8 lacustris ·on 
July 8 t o 9, 1964. For symbols see Fig. 3. 

favour the germination or sprouting of plant propagules and facilitat~ the 
recolonization of the cleaned littoral by plants - though mostly belo~ging 
to other species than originally, prior to the pond cleaning. Figures 8 aii.d 9 . 
show the great daily variation in both soil and air temperatures occur#ng 
on and over the shor~ deposits, The most extreme conditions develop at ·:t~e 
deposit top (site 11) where the soil temperature varies quite widely '. ~~d 
follows closely the air temperatures. Site 12 on the " outer" slope o_f ".th~ 
deposit exhibits a similar but less extreme temperature pattern as sit~ .. ~P~ 

,; 

DL CUSSION 
1 1 1': . : : 

The rules governing the microclimate in ponds and their littorals have 
been described, e.g., by P.Rrn.A:N, SMfn et Kv:ET (1977). The observations 
presented in this pa.per have confirmed the validity of these rules with respect 
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to .the temperature differentiation in an undisturbed pond littoral and 
ma.erophyte-overgrown water surface. under typical summer conditions. 

Several authors have performed temperature and other microclima
tological measurements in fishponds (e.g. , SEDLMEYER 1931, SzUMIEC 1966, 
19713, MARTIN 1972) but few authors have paid attention to the zonation of 
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microclimatic conditions in pond littorals (e.g., PRIBAN 1973, SMID 1973, 
1977, SMin et PRIBAN 1978). Simultaneous microclimatological measurements 
taken in the individual vegetational zones of the ponds are still scarce (SMin 
1973, 1977). For this reason, the measurements reported here, simple as they 
were, contribute to our understanding of the ecology of the Central European 
fishpond vegetation. Like other measurements taken on selected days, they 
demonstrate the salient features of the microclimate more clearly than any 
a-verage values can do. For example, the integrative sucrose-inversion 
method, which is the most sensitive to the highest temperatures occurring at 
any:one site, failed to detect any substantial temperature differences between. 
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the central and outer littoral of the Nesyt fishpond in southern Moravia. 
(S:Min 1977). But these differences stood out clearly from the diurnal tem .. 
perature courses recorded in the two zones (SMin 1973). < 

0NDOK et PRm.AN (1982) evaluated the feedback between the aquatic 
vegetation and its physical environl!lent. Their statement on the temperature 
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patterns developing in floating macrophyte communities has been confirmed 
by the measurements performed at the sites 2a, b, c. The observation made 
in the Potamogeton natans stand (site 2a) in June 1965, of the water being 
slightly warmer at -0.1 m than at - 0.05 m at mid-day, appears strange at 
first glance. Yet, it may be explained by a higher stand biomass density and 
·stronger absorption of incoming radiation at the deeper level. POKORNY et 
al. (1984) made a similar observation in· a dense stand of Elodea canadensis 
Rrn:e:. The buffering effect of the helophyte vegetation Oil' both air and water 
temp'eratures is well known in the 1 central pond littoral (P:Rrn.AN .1973, 
SMin 1973, SMin et P:Rm.AN 1978). The measurements reported in this paper 
have also proved this effect. The stand of Typha latifolia (site 3b) was rather 
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loose in 1964 and became denser in 1965 (initial and invasion stages of stand 
development, respectively, sensu HEJNY 1960). Hence the conditions were 
warmer in this stand than in that of Schoenoplectus lacustris (sit e 3a) on.ly 
in 1964, but not in 1965. 

A marked both spatial and temporal temperature differentiation was 
typical of the outer littoral sedge communities (sit es 4 and 5). Similarly 
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extreme te perature conditions have been reported from other outer littoral 
herbaceous communities (S:Mfn 1973, PRIBAN et 0NDOK 1978, PRIBAN 1983) 
and are apparently one · of the factors limiting their primary production 
(HEJNY, Kv:ET et DYKYJOVA 1981 , Kv:ET et JENfK 1983). 

Cleaning of the ponds and the formation · of relatively high shore deposits 
alter the ··littoral microclimate drastically. Terrestrial biotopes are thus 
created in an:imniediate vicinity of the ponds. Sharp microclimatic difference$ 
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arjs,e betwe~n the wetland of the unmodified pond littoral and the dry land 
of i~he depo.sits. These differences may acquire the same magnitude as those 
b~tiWeen a wet grassland dominated by Glyceria maxima HoLMB. and a steppe
like dry grassland (RYCHNOVSKA et al. 1972). 
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Fig. 8. - Dailf course of temperatures 
1

{
0 C) at site 10 on the "inner" ( = pond-facing) S.E.-oriente< l 

slope of the shore deposit on July 8 to 9, 1964. The lines indicate the following temperatures : 
. . . . . . at 2 m above ground level ; - . - . - . at O. l m above ground level; at - 0.05 m below 
ground level in soil. · 

The differences in the air temperatures near the ground or water surface 
are usually only partly correlated with differences in water-vapour saturation 
deficit of the air. In the two ponds compared, this deficit was estimated only 
indirectly, from water losses of Piche-type evaporimeters exposed at 0.2 m 
above ground or water level. In the undisturbed Zahorsky pond, the gradient 
of total evaporation from morning of June 24 to evening of June 25, 1965, 
followed the zonation of the plant communities. With the evaporation a 
site 2a as 100 %, that at sites 3a, b, 4, 6, 7 and 13 amounted to 66, 62, 33, 
23.5 and 25 %, respectively. In the cleaned Kacirek pond littoral, the same 
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~~8!~urement was made on June 29, 1965, from morning to evening. With 
the ;E(V~poration at site 9 as 100 %, that at sites 10, 12 and 13 amounted. to 
97"' .'16· and 36 %, respectively. The differences recorded across the deposit 
tp~- reflected the distribution of air and soil temperatures. 

C o.~·
1

ci'u s ions 
·Quite pronounced temperature differentiation develops in undisturbed 

plarit ·communities of Central European ponds in typical summer weather 
with ·· high both irradiance at daytime and eradiance in the night. Most 
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extreme temperatures occur in the sedge communities of the outer pond 
littoral whereas the open water of the pond, the helophyte stands in its 
central littoral and the shrub and/or tree communities of the outer littoral 
tend to smooth down the temperature amplitude. Dense stands of macro
phytes with floating leaves are characterized by a slight overheating of 
both the water and the immediately overlying air at daytime and by their 
slight cooling in the night (both compared with an open water surface). This 
pattern of temperatures is disrupted when relatively high and massive shore 
deposits are piled up during the pond-cleaning operations. A steep micro
climatic gradient thus develops, which is equivalent to that between a water 
body or wetland and dry land. All these conclusions, based on empirical data, 
are in full agreement with the general rules of microclimatology as outlined, 
e.g., by GEIGER (1961). 

SOUHRN 

v mechanicky nerozrusene zonacni a sukcesni fade spolecenstev vyssich rostlin ve stredo
evropskych rybnicich a na jejich pobfezich vznika za letniho radiacniho pocasi vyrazna teplotni 
diferenciace jak prostorova, t'ak easova (v dennim prubehu teplot vzduchu, vody a pudy) . Nej
vetsi teplotni vychylky od stfednich hodnot, kladne i zaporne, nastavaji v ostficovych spolecen
stvech vnejsiho rybnicniho litoralu. Naproti tomu ve volne vode rybnika, v helofytnich porostech 
stfedniho Iitoralu a v dfevinnych porostech vnejsiho litoralu jsou teplotni vykyvy tlumeny a denni 
chod i prostorove rozdeleni teplot jsou vyrovnanejsi. V hust}'ch porostech hydrofyt se vzplyvavy
mi listy se voda pfi hladine a vzduchova vrstva tesne natl ni mirne pfehfivaji ve dne a mirnc 
podchlazuji v noci (oboji ve srovnani s volnou vodou bez porostu). Popsane rozdeleni teplot podel. 
pfirozene vznikle zonace rybnicnich rostlinnych spolecenstev se zcela rozrusi navrsenim po
merne vysokych a mohutnych pobfeznich deponii pfi vyhrnovani rybnicniho dna a okrajk t'.1. 
V znikne tak strmy mikroklimaticky gradient mezi vodni nadrzi nebo mokfadem (pfi castecnem 
napusteni rybnika) a suchou zemi. Vsechny tyto empiricke poznatky odpovidaji zakladnim 
mikroklimatologickym principum, jak je shrnul napf. GEIGER (1961). Mikroklima jednotlivych 
pasem rybnicni vegetace, pfirozene vyvinutych i umele vzniklych pfi vyhrnovani, ma zrejmy 
vliv na primarni produkci teto vegetace i na ecesi rostlinnych populaci v prubehu druhotne 
sukcese pfi zarustani deponii. Zakladni rysy teto sukcese popsali HEJNY et HUSAK (1978). 
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t J . Futak, L. B e rtova [red.]: 

FI6ra Slovenska 3 

Veda , Bratis la va 1982, 596 s tr., 61 t a buli pero vek, 108 :rpap, cena 88 , - K cs. (Kniha je v knibovne 
CSBS.) .. 

· Po temei- 16 le t cch v yilel b otanickou vefojnosti dlouho oceka vany ~ . svaze k Flory Slovem;ka . 
J eho v ydani se jiz bohufol nedockal doc . Futak , prvni edit.or a v udci osobnost ceieho proje ktu 
sloven sk e k vet eny. Kniha je z vet.Si casti dilem autorskeho kolektivu bratisla vskych t axonornu 
(L. B ertova, A. Hla vacek, M . J a.sieova, E. Kmefova, K. Za hra clnikova), nekt.ore skupiny zp rnco· 
vali cesti autori, ktefi se je jich i:;tucliem jiz v minulosti zaby va li: M. H osticka (Polygnlacerie), 
J . Chrtek (Euphorbiaceae), B. IGisa (Pyrolaceae, Monotropaceae, Euphorbiaceae ), V. Zeleny (liy
pericaceae), V. Osvacilova ('l'halictrum), B. Slavik a S. Husa.k (l:Jatrach£um). 

Ve 3. dile Flory je zpracovano 26 celedi dvoudelofoych v poradi Novakova S~"J:temu (Magno 
liaceae az Polygalaceae) u ved eneh o v 1. rlile Flory Sloven sk a (1965); zahrnu t~r jsou a utochtonn1 , 
zavleeen e a bezne pestova n e druhy . U k a zdeho druhu jsou uvoclena n ejeaRtejs i syn on y m a, popis, 
pocet chromosom \°1, ud a je 0 variab ili te , biologii , ekologii a fytocenologii tax onu , jeh o rozsifeni na 
Sloven sku (ve tSinou s v y ctem loka lit) a pfipa dne i zminky o uiitkovosti. Vesm es jde o originalni 
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